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SEPTIC INSPECTIONS: 
AN OPPORTUNITY IN ONE 
IN EVERY FIVE HOMES 
By Stephanie Jaynes, Marketing Director, 

InspectorPro Insurance

Stephanie Jaynes is the Marketing Director for InspectorPro Insurance, which 

o�ers ASHI members exclusive benefits through its program: InspectorPro with 

the ASHI Advantage. Through risk management articles in the ASHI Reporter and 

on the InspectorPro website, InspectorPro helps inspectors protect their livelihood 

and avoid unnecessary risk. Get peace of mind and better protection with Inspec-

torPro’s pre-claims assistance and straightforward coverage. Learn more at www.

inspectorproinsurance.com/ashi-advantage.
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M
any home inspectors are wary of what’s lurking beyond 
the confines of their visual examination. Buried in the 
ground, septic systems can be one of the last things sell-
ers and buyers consider during real estate transactions. 
But they don’t have to be. 

Also known as individual onsite or small community clus-
ter systems, septic systems treat and dispose of waste-
water from houses and businesses in suburban or rural 

areas not serviced by centralized public sewer systems. According to the 
EPA, 20% of households in the nation have septic systems, and about 
one-third of all new development uses septic or other decentralized treat-
ment systems.

Such systems are integral to residents’ health and can cost thousands of 
dollars to repair or replace. As such, you stand to make a significant impact 
on your clients’ well-being should you decide to o�er septic inspections. 
And you could make an extra few hundred bucks.

Note:  The Managing Risk column with Inspec-
torPro Insurance provides home inspectors with 
tips to protect their businesses against insur-
ance claims and examines best practices for 
crafting effective pre-inspection agreements.

The opinions expressed in this article are those of 

the author only and do not necessarily reflect the 

opinions or views of ASHI. The information contained 

in the article is general and readers should always 

independently verify for accuracy, completeness, 

and reliability.

ACCORDING TO THE EPA, 20% OF HOUSEHOLDS 

IN THE NATION HAVE SEPTIC SYSTEMS, AND ABOUT 

ONE-THIRD OF ALL NEW DEVELOPMENT USES SEPTIC 

OR OTHER DECENTRALIZED TREATMENT SYSTEMS
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WHY HOME INSPECTORS OFFER 
SEPTIC INSPECTIONS

�e following are some of the reasons home inspectors 
might o�er septic inspections.

1. SEPTIC SYSTEMS ARE MORE PREVALENT IN THEIR AREA.

�e distribution and density of septic systems varies 
widely by region and state, reports the US Bureau of 
the Census to the EPA.

While septic systems service only 10% of California 
properties, the systems service 55% in Vermont. Indeed, 
New England has the highest proportion of homes 
served by septic systems, with many states reporting 
about half of homes being served by individual systems. 
�e southeastern states, too, depend on septic systems, 
with more than 40% of North Carolina, Kentucky, and 
South Carolina homes using such systems.

Inspectors living in regions that rely upon septic systems 
may o�er inspections to meet demand.

2. SUCH SYSTEMS REQUIRE REGULAR INSPECTIONS.

�e EPA recommends that homeowners hire inspec-
tors to examine their septic systems at least every three 
years. Such regular inspection requirements create an 
opportunity for inspectors looking to perform more 
periodic services.

Additionally, some regions and states, like Massachu-
setts, have speci�c requirements that mandate septic 
inspections during real estate transactions. Such regu-
lations enable inspectors to tack septic inspections onto 
their standard home inspections. What’s more, state laws 
requiring septic inspections may give inspectors more 
material to argue the value of pre-listing inspections 
to sellers.

3.  IDENTIFYING SEPTIC ISSUES EARLY CAN SAVE 

CLIENTS MONEY.

Whether your client is a buyer, seller, or homeowner, 
providing them with current information about the prop-
erty’s septic system helps. If your inspection identi�es 
issues early, your client can save thousands of dollars 
in repair or replacement costs. And even if you catch 
problems that have already developed, you’re still pro-
viding your client with valuable information that will 
inform their real estate transaction and potentially lead 
to necessary improvements.
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INVESTMENTS INSPECTORS MAKE

To perform most ancillary services, home inspectors invest 
in licensure, training, equipment, and endorsements.

LICENSURE

Most states do not require septic inspectors to have a li-
cense. But some jurisdictions, like Missouri, do. Be sure to 
check your state and local laws to see if your area requires 
licensure and what you need to do to obtain licensure.

TRAINING

Even if training is not required in your state, taking courses 
to increase your knowledge of septic systems is wise. By 
pursuing knowledge, you qualify yourself to perform 
better inspections, generate more credibility in the �eld, 
and mitigate potential claims. Consider starting with the 
course “How to Perform a Septic System Evaluation” on 
the ASHI Online Learning Center (AOLC).

EQUIPMENT

Lucky for prospective septic inspectors, you don’t need 
any equipment to perform a septic inspection. By verifying 
the water level, running water �ow tests, and checking 
for any back�ow from the absorption area, inspectors can 
report on functionality and blockages. For those inspectors 
interested in �ushing dye down the system to con�rm 
from where water originates, they may purchase dye kits 
for less than $20.

ENDORSEMENTS

An endorsement is a form that either modi�es or adds 
coverage to your insurance policy. Most home inspec-
tion insurance policies exclude additional services like 
septic inspections. �us, the insurance company will not 
o�er coverage for those additional services without an 
endorsement. So, if you perform septic inspections or 
want defense and indemnity for related claims, you may 
wish to modify an existing policy exclusion with an en-
dorsement. Typically, insurers charge a �at, annual fee 
around $100 for a septic endorsement.
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LIMITING YOUR LIABILITY

Below are some suggestions on how you can safeguard 
your business while performing septic inspections.

GET YOUR PRE-INSPECTION AGREEMENT SIGNED 

AHEAD OF TIME.

For most of you, getting a contract signed is second 
nature. But are you getting it signed prior to the in-
spection 100% of the time? If not, you’re in jeopardy of 
losing your insurance coverage and gaining a potential 
lawsuit. Make the “pre” in “pre-inspection agreement” a 
priority by making sure your clients sign prior to every 
inspection.

Learn more about the importance of getting your contract 
signed ahead of time in our article “Your Pre-Inspection 
Agreement: Signatures” on inspectorproinsurance.com.

PROTECT YOURSELF FROM POTENTIAL HEALTH HAZARDS.

By nature, septic systems contain dangerous waste and 
noxious fumes that pose potential health risks. Never 
put yourself in a position that puts you in harm’s way. 
Don’t enter a septic tank—even to look for cracks. Be 
cautious of unstable tanks that might collapse. And never 
pump or remove waste.

PREVENT POTENTIAL FALLS.

As noted above, the health hazards that septic systems 
pose make it imperative to avoid possible falls. Protect 
yourself, your team, and your clients by preventing po-
tential falls into the tank, like Gary Youness of House 
To Home Complete Structure & Property Inspections, 
LLC in Michigan.

“ONCE THE FLOW TEST STARTS, THE 

INLET COVER IS REPLACED. THEN A 

PLYWOOD CUTOUT IS PLACED OVER 

EACH EXIT SIDE, AND THE EXIT COVER 

IS PLACED ON THAT FOR WEIGHT,” 

— YOUNESS SAID. 

“�is reduces the risk of anyone falling into the tank, 
like buyers’ kids who run wild and, many times, un-
attended.”

DON’T JUMP TO CONCLUSIONS.

Don’t make assumptions based on incomplete infor-
mation. Checking the system’s maintenance history is 
important and instructive. However, it’s the sludge level 
that should determine whether contractors need to pump 
the tank again. Additionally, while a dye-�ushing test 
can con�rm where water’s originating, it cannot con�rm 
that the septic system is functioning properly. Make 
sure to report on any observations you make and tests 
you run carefully and accurately. Overpromising and 
assuming can lead to claims.

Encourage your clients to keep their expectations in 
check, too, in your pre-inspection agreement and your 
reports. As with all inspections, many things can change 
from the time of examination to when the homeowner 
potentially starts seeing problems. �ings like heavy snow 
melt, spring rains, and large moving trucks can lead to 
di�erent septic conditions post-inspection.

SEPTIC INSPECTIONS AND HOME INSPECTIONS
Are septic systems common in your area? Would you 
like to o�er a service that homeowners require regularly? 
Want to save your clients money?

If you answered “yes” to any of these questions, perhaps 
it’s time for your company to o�er septic inspections.

WHILE SEPTIC SYSTEMS SERVICE ONLY 

10% OF CALIFORNIA PROPERTIES, THE 

SYSTEMS SERVICE 55% IN VERMONT. 

INDEED, NEW ENGLAND HAS THE HIGH-

EST PROPORTION OF HOMES SERVED BY 

SEPTIC SYSTEMS, WITH MANY STATES 

REPORTING ABOUT HALF OF HOMES BEING 

SERVED BY INDIVIDUAL SYSTEMS


